(Continued from page 18)
paying them fair wages and allowing them reasonable working hours.
Secondly, we need to look a t our servants afresh,
and encourage other people to do so. In his
great novel 'Anna Karenina', Tolstoy describes
the lady of the house going down to the river
to bathe one spring. She meets a group of peasant
women gathering herbs and talks to them. She
is amazed to find that they are women with feelings very like her own. Many white South African employers need to make this discovery.
We need to look a t our servants afresh, free
from all the stereotyped views, and recognise
them as women with needs and feelings t h a t are
not very different from our own. I would like
to sec the Black Sash take the lead in bringing
about this change in consciousness in our own
and our neighbour's perception of their servants.
It is a course which will not bring us any popularity but it is a course that deserves our time,
our thoughts and our voices.
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JOSEPH MDLULI
MAPETLA MOHAPI
LUKE MAZWEMBE
DUMISANI MBATHA
CALEB MAYEKISO
EDWARD MZOLO
WILLIAM NAMODI TSHWANE
ERNEST MAMASILA
WELLINGTON MLUNGISI TSHAZIBANE
BEORGE BOTHA
DR NANAOTH NTSHUNTSHA
LAWRENCE NDZANGA
THELO MOSALA
ELMON MALELE
MATTHEWS MABELANE
TSWAFIFENE JOYI
SAMUEL MALINGA
AARON KHOZA
PHAKAMILE MABIJA
ELIJAH LOZA
HOOSEN HAFFEJEE
BAYEMP1N MZIZI
STEVE BIKO
BONAVENTURE MALAZA
LUNGILE TABALAZA
JACOB MASHABANE

IT WONT CLOSE

By Bob Connolly
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FENUAL MOGATUSI
STUDY GROUP ON INTERNAL RELATIONS
(Continued from page 15)
"South Africa has come dangerously close to the situation where government actions have lost track
of the sense of justice generally entertained by a substantial portion of the South African population
and where the need to honour the juridical and political institutions of the country seems no longer
to be inspired by a genuine feeling of what is right."
(J. D. van der Vyver)
"In a government of laws existence of the government will be imperilled if it fails to observe the law
scrupulously... If the government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for law; it invites every
man to become a law unto himself; it invites anarchy."
(Mr Justice Brandeis as quoted by / . D. van der Vyver)
"An inquisitive and meticulous Press i s . . . detested and feared by those persons in authority who have
excessive powers a t their disposal and who are consequently most likely to indulge in the type of
activity that loses track of the popular demands of the people."
(J. D. van der Vyver)
"Disregard of the law by the government is perhaps as much the result of a sense of unlimited power
as any of the other vices."
(J. D. van der Vyver)
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